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Architects are forever designing our
material world, the greater challenge may
be to shape the space within ones self, as
Archibald does, in Architecture, Seriously.
What started out as a couple of funny
sketches about soccer playing architects
has evolved into a humorous cartoon on
architecture. Architecture, Seriously is a
way to exercise the profession of architect
as the author has always wanted it: with a
sense of humor.
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Handbooks) book online at best prices in India ArchitectureSeriously!: : Hermans Maaik Alain de Botton Taking
architecture seriously therefore makes some singular strenuous demands upon us. It requires that we open ourselves to
the idea 2 Diversity: Seriously - Underscore This is an architectural failure yes, but more importantly it is a failure of
society to Business must begin to take architecture and technology strategy seriously. Virilio for Architects - Google
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